The Master of Interior Design encompasses research, theory, professional concerns, current technology, and design application.

Developed for those who are interested in expanding or updating their knowledge in the field, Lawrence Technological University's Master of Interior Design provides for the independent exploration of design issues.

"The Master of Interior Design gives designers the opportunity to delve more deeply into the theoretical approach to interiors rather than merely converging on mechanics. Research and theory become important tools and, often, students utilize evidence-based design techniques for knowledge application in their master's projects."

– Jin Feng, associate professor, College of Architecture and Design
Program Overview
A post-professional degree for students who have earned a baccalaureate degree, the Master of Interior Design offers two degree tracks. If you have an undergraduate degree in interior architecture or interior design, the curriculum consists of 37 credit hours. If you have a bachelor’s degree in another discipline, an accelerated 3+ year program is available. This 80-credit-hour curriculum combines the content of the undergraduate professional courses in interior architecture with graduate courses to result in a Master of Interior Design. Some preliminary course work may also be necessary.

Master of Interior Design students join architecture students in the “Master Class” that brings a significant design practitioner to the school to lead a studio. You will conclude the program with a two-semester design project or thesis. It also incorporates an Educational Praxis course to prepare you for the possibility of a career in interior design education.

Why Lawrence Tech for a Master of Interior Design?
- Certified by the National Council for Interior Design Qualification, your professors have practice and academic experience in broad areas, including interior design, history and theory, design and production software, sustainable design and human behavior.
- The interdisciplinary nature of the degree gives you the opportunity to take elective courses in architecture, business, engineering, or in the liberal arts and sciences.
- You’ll have your own dedicated studio space.

Career Options
- Interior designer
- Architectural firm practice
- Furniture manufacturer practice
- Healthcare facilities practice
- Retail facilities practice
- Institutional practice
- Interior design educator

Admission Requirements
Submit a graduate application (can be completed and submitted online at www.ltu.edu/apply), official transcripts, a portfolio, and three letters of recommendation.
The 37-credit-hour program requires an undergraduate degree in interior design or interior architecture with a minimum GPA of 2.7. The 3+ program requires a bachelor’s degree in any discipline.

For more information, visit www.ltu.edu/architecture_and_design, email design@ltu.edu, or contact Lawrence Tech’s Office of Admissions at 800.225.5588 or admissions@ltu.edu.

GET MORE. DO MORE. Lawrence Technological University produces leaders with an entrepreneurial spirit and a global view. That’s why most Lawrence Tech students are employed within a month of graduating and the earning power of a Lawrence Tech bachelor’s degree ranks in the top third of all U.S. universities. Your benefits: Intensive leadership-driven programs that embrace theory and practice • Faculty with current industry experience • Convenient schedules that include day, evening, weekend, and online classes • Well-connected career placement services • A high-tech, wireless 102-acre campus that’s commuter friendly, with recreation, housing, and meal service options

Explore over 100 undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral programs in Colleges of Architecture and Design, Arts and Sciences, Engineering, and Management.
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